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A FLUKE! Helps move the whale forward 

Unique to each whale 

Lobtailing for communication  



Whale Totem Agreements 

Devotion to Community 

Deep Communication 

Navigate the Depths  

Embrace the Unknown  

Balance 



                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What might we learn from each other to help 
all  Colorado Schools continuously improve 

CLDE programming and instruction? 
How did one district Align Procedures, Influence 

Leadership & Organizational Structures, & Provide 
Targeted, Job-Embedded Professional Development? 



Learning Targets 

Participants will leave with 
strategies for achieving high 
growth and achievement.  

Participants will engage in 
discussion and activities that 
guide reflection and elicit action 
to implement similar 
approaches for their school and 
district. 
 



Navigation Route 

Activate Prior Knowledge: Swim-
Around Survey  

Building Background: Review 
Data  

Navigating the Depths  

Reflect - Embrace the Unknown: 
After Action Review & Revisit 
Survey  



Swim-Around Survey 

Purpose: To activate participants' prior knowledge through 
conversation and movement  

Process:  Participants are given a topic of study and asked to 
move around the room for the purpose of conversing with 
others. During these conversations, participants will share 
what they know of the topic and use a graphic organizer to 
capture ideas. 



Interviewee’s name Response 1 
Align Procedures for 

Programming and Effectiveness 

Response 2 
Influence Leadership and 
Organizational Structures 

Response 3 
Provide Targeted and Aligned 

Professional Development 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Swim-Around Survey Summary and Table Talk 
Briefly summarize what you have learned from your interviewees.  
Do you need more information on any responses?  Which ones?   
What questions do you still have?  



 

“How do you align procedures,  
influence leadership and organizational structures,  

and provide professional development  
in order achieve high quality ELD programming and 

instruction for emerging bilingual students?” 



Building Background 

As we review the data, think about approaches that might 
have contributed to these results.  
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Echolocation: Listening & Interpreting 
Purpose: Engaging in deep, 
reflective listening allows us to 
compare experiences. 
Process:  
1.  Use a graphic organizer to capture 

important information about the 
experiences of another person.  

2.  Compare your similar experiences with 
the illustrated experience.  

3.  Using the information, strategize next 
steps with a partner. Example: Listen 
for the “Why?” Think of your “Why?” 



Echolocation Graphic Organizer 
Why? 

RFSD My District 

 
 
 

How? 

RFSD My District 

 
 
 

What? 

RFSD My District 

 
 
 



People don’t buy 
what you do; they 
buy why you do 
it. 
We follow those 
who lead, not for 
them, but for 
ourselves -  
Simon Sinek  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBLWiJRfav8 

It’s all in the 
messaging. 



Start with the “WHY” 



It’s all in the 
messaging. 

WHY 
HOW 

WHAT 



ELD Team’s Most Passionate Outcome 
Roaring Fork School District’s (RFSD)  

English Language Development (ELD) Department  
collaborates and communicates  

with colleagues and parents  
in order to provide consistent  

high quality instruction and programming  
that empower emerging bilingual students 
and result in high academic achievement. 

Why? 



Elevator Pitch 
In a Literacy-Based English Language Development (ELD) classroom, a highly qualified teacher 

provides data informed instruction within a framework of oracy, reading, writing and 

metalanguage.   

Instruction is deliberately and collaboratively designed to target the learners’ next Zone of Proximal 

Language Development using the Colorado Academic Standards to inform rigorous language and 

content objectives.  

Through the use of authentic texts, within an engaging and culturally responsive learning 

environment, teachers intentionally embed sensory, graphic, interactive and technological 

supports to enhance student learning and growth with a focus on academic discourse.   

Students are challenged to think deeply, make metalinguistic and cross-cultural connections, and 

communicate their learning via rich oral and written language.  

A sense of empowerment, community, respect and purpose pervades all ELD classrooms. 
 

How? 



Common Components for High-Quality ELD 
Programming and Instruction 

●  Collaboration on creation of the components 
○  Research 
○  CDE’s EL Guidebook 

●  100% consensus on components - admin and ELD 
teachers 

●  ELD Program Review directly mirrors the components 

How and 
what? 



Common Components - RFSD 
Component 1. Instruction Supports Emerging Bilingual Students 
Component 2. Establish Equitable Learning Environment 
Component 3. Plan for High Quality Instruction 
Component 4. Monitor Academic Performance & Growth 
Component 5. Engage Parents & Community as Strategic Partners 
Component 6. Provide Leadership for Organizational Effectiveness 
Component 7. Uphold Culturally & Linguistically Diverse Students’ 

  Civil Rights 
Bibliography & Index 
 



●  Literacy-Based ELD 
●  Resources and Guidelines  
●  Planning Templates  
●  Empower advocates 
●  Methods and strategies - Lotta Lara, The Dictado, 

Collaborative Strategic Reading, Linking Language 
●  Promote Teacher Leaders 
●  Videos 
●  Action Plans 
●  Formative and Interim Assessments 
●  Units of Study 
●  THE VAULT 

What? 



A few Schools: Job-
embedded PD 

●  Collaborative 
Teaching 

●  ELD Coach  

MGP 67-71 

●  ELD program 
outcome defined 

●  Clear Procedures  
●  Methods to assess 

language proficiency 
●  ELD Program 

Reviews 
●  Support for 

improvement 
●  Professional 

Development 

All Schools:  
Aligned Procedures 

Some Schools: 
Leadership and 

Organization 

Schedules promote 
collaborative 
planning  

Deliberate ELD 
instructional time  

ELD delivery model 
based on research 

MGP 52-71 

MGP 62-71 
Align Procedures 
 

Influence Leadership and 
Organizational Structures 
 

Professional 
Development 



NOW WHAT? - Action Plans 
PD: Literacy-Based ELD, 

Differentiated Coaching, 
Co-Teaching  

ELD and SPED 
ELD and Gifted 
Secondary Newcomers 
Common Formative 

Assessments 
Units of Study - Curriculum 

Maps - K-12 



After Action Review - Embrace the Unknown 
Purpose: Reflect on what has been reviewed and identify 
insights and questions. Engage learners in solving their 
own problems. 
 
Process: 
Participants form a small group. Facilitator asks three 
questions to which the participants respond. 
Record new insights and questions on their graphic 
organizer. 
                                                                                                                                               (Francisca 
Sanchez,  2006) 



Questions: After-Action Review 
1. What did we review today?  
2. What might we take with us that will 

enhance our future work? 
3. What boundary will we actually be willing to 

cross and push based on our review of 
today’s topic? (What are we going to do?) 



Swim - Around Survey - Revisit 
Looking at the questions that you still have, did 
any of those get answered today? 
 
If you still have some questions...  
Amy Galicia agalicia@rfschools.com 
Karen Olson kao@rfaschools.com 
 



Learning Targets 
Participants will leave with 
strategies for achieving high 
growth and achievement.  

Participants will engage in 
discussion and activities that 
guide reflection and elicit action 
to implement similar 
approaches for their school and 
district. 
 



                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What might we learn from each other to help 
all  Colorado Schools continuously improve 

CLDE programming and instruction? 
How did one district Align Procedures, Influence 

Leadership & Organizational Structures, & Provide 
Targeted, Job-Embedded Professional Development? 



A FLUKE! Helps move the whale forward 

Unique to each whale 

Lobtailing for communication  

Thank you! 


